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Name of Activity: Do you want a hamburger?

Target learners: Fourth graders

Time required: 40 minutes

Aims

1. Students can say the food names: a hamburger, a hot dog, French fries, chicken, cola
2. Students can ask and answer the sentence: “Do you want   _____? Yes, I do. /No, I don’t.”
3. Students can cooperate with others.

Materials required & pre-lesson preparatio
1.Flashcards
2.Worksheets 
3.Over head projector

In class procedure
Pre-Task(10min)
Warm up: (Whole class)
a.Greeting: Teacher asks:” How are you today?” (Students can answer individually).

What did you eat for breakfast today? (Ss can answer individually).
b.Lead-in: 1.Sing “Fast Food SpongeBob: fast food rocker” song. (Download from YouTube 

website )
2.Teacher reviews all the target vocabularies quickly they’ve learned.

c. Activities: (Four Groups)
(1)The whole class is divided into four teams and teacher chooses a leader by each group. 

Teacher assigns 1-5 numbers to each member. 
(2)Teacher puts the flashcards of food on the board, and numbers them. 
(3)When teacher points at the flashcard (ex. Number 3).  Each group of No.3 member should 

stand up and speak out the target vocabulary quickly. 
(4)The fastest one among the other group members can get him one point. (the group leader 

should keep it down on a blank paper).
(5)Finally, the leader of each group has to calculate the total. The group gets the most points 

would be the winner.
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While-task(25min)
(a)Presentation: (Whole Class)

T draws a food slowly on the board, and has Ss keeping asking T. Ss’ possible answers should 
be a sentence. (e.g.  Is it a ______? Do you like _______?....) 
Have them speak out the learned sentences patterns as much as possible.
When Ss say the right word” a hot dog” , T praises them and teaches them the sentence
“Do you want a hot dog?” T teaches the sentence with whole class. Ss have to repeat it to-
gether. Teacher responds by answering them,” Yes, I do.” or” No, I don’t.” T keeps drawing 
other food and elicits all the sentences practice. (Ss can raise their hands and answer individu-
ally).

(b)Practice: (Back to the board game) (Two Groups)
1.The whole class is divided into two teams. (Boys choose a team named: HAMBURGER; 

Girls as COLA team)
2.Boys team lined up and the first one sit on the chair and back to the blackboard. 

T shows one flashcard to the other boys on line. Then each boy should give the boy on chair 
on clue by gesture or describing the food. Until the boy guess out, the other boys take turn to 
sit on the chair and guess. (T set the limited time in advance. And in the process of the activ-
ity, the girls should sit quietly and spy the HAMBURGER team. T monitors the activity.)

3.When time’s up, turn to COLA team and play.
4.Get the most score would be the winner. (Winner and Looser Hooray!) for example:

(The winner team shouted: COLA team, COLA team, we are the best!) 
(The looser team inspired: HAMBURGER, JAMBURGER. Way to go!)

Post-task (5 min)
(c) Production: (Information Gap) (Pair up)

 Ss practice in pair and work out the questions on the worksheet.

Follow up 
Have students make a survey of “Find someone who likes……?” Tell them to finish the work-
sheet by next class. Teacher wants to exhibit and display them in the classroom.
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Worksheet

Do you want a hamburger?
 

Yes, I do. /No, I don’t.

Me ____________
Friend’s Name

____________
Friend’s Name

a hamburger

a sandwich

a hot dog

French fries
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Class:_____________       Name:_____________        Number:_____________

Ask your classmates “Do you want….?” And find out someone who wants the food. 

Please sign on their names.

1.Find someone who wants a hamburger.

  ____________, ____________,_____________

2.Find someone who wants a hot dog.

  ____________, _____________, ____________

3.Find someone who wants a sandwich.

  ____________, _____________, ____________

4.Find someone who wants French fries.

  ____________, _____________, ____________
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